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Basketball
ends season
with respect
By Kristen Lichau
Sports Editor
Tonight's game could be the most
important game of the season for the
UOPMen's Basketball team. It could
determine which bracket the Tigers
will enter the in the Big West Tournament March 7-11 in Long Beach.
The men's basketball team is on
the fmal stretch of a 14-11 season, the
ftrst winning season in nearly a decade. They will play their last two
regular season games at home tonight
against New Mexico State and Sunday against Long Beach State.
New MexicoStateis currently tied
for first place with the University of
Nevada- Las Vegas after the Rebels
were defeated by the University of
California- Santa Barbara Monday
night.
IfUNLVends up in first place, the
Tigers will be in the opposite bracket
of the tournament, seated sixth, thus
eliminatin~ the dark threat of meetin~
the dominating Rebels until the championship game. If NMSU is seated
first in the tournament, UOP will face
Las Vegas early on.
In order for New Mexico St. to end
up second, they must lose one of their
next two confrontations, and UNLV
must win their next two games. NMSU
will meet the Bulldogs of Cal State
Fresno Saturday.
In the event of a tie, the ruling is
detennined by the team in third place~
UCSB. New Mexico St. defeated the
Gauchos in both meetings this season; therefore the Aggies would take
fllSt place.
Tonight, at 7:30 p.m. marks the
eighth time the Tigers will have met
the Aggies. UOP currently leads the
series 4-3. In their last contest with
the Tigers, the Aggies dropped Pacific 60-81 in Las Cruces. The Aggies' previous visit to Stockton sent
them home with a major upset.
"We know they're a good team,"
said Anthony Woods,junior guard for
the Tigers. "If we beat them it would
give us a lot of recognition and other
teams would respect us a lot more."
The Aggies are lead by senior
forward, James Anderson and junior
guard, Randy Brown. Brown leads
the Big West in steals with 70 on the
season. They will be major factors
facing the Tiger offense.
Don Lyttle, junior, and Dell
Demps, sophomore guard, are currently tied for seventh overall in scoring percentage with an average 15.9
pointspergame.Lyttleisrankedfourth
in the Big West in rebounding, averaging eight a game, and field goal
percentage with .422.
SundaytheTigershostLongBeach
State in their last regular season game.
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Carmichael wins in close race
By Sara Schroeder
News Editor
John Carmichael won theASUOP
presidential race by a six percent
margin in elections this week. He
received 425 votes to Lisa Ozenbaugh's 376.
In a closely contested race, the
presidential candidates each presented
a strong, well-articulated platform.
Last Thursday's debate and Friday's
Candidate 'sForum were each characterized by aggressive language and
probing inquiries. At both events,
students were responsive and challenged the candidates with their own
scrutinizing questions.

"I'm excited about the results,'
Carmichael said. ''I'm ready to roll up
my sleeves and get to work." Of
Ozenbaugh he said, "Lisa is a tough
competitor, she forced me to articulate my ideas clearly."
Ozenbaugh expressed her gratitude to her supporters and offered her
congratulations to Carmichael. She
professed her campaign motto taken
from Corazon Aquino: "In all my
successes giving glory to God, and in
my failures knowing that I tried my
best."
Carmichael felt that students became involved during the campaign.
"People seem genuinely concerned
about where Pacific currently st.ands

and where it should be going," he
said. ''I've decided that we don't have
an apathetic student body, but that
perhaps we've had apathetic student
leaders."
The newly revised constitution was
ratified with 491 votes of 828 cast
In uncontested races, senior senator candidates Christopher East and
James Sobieski both won. Junior
senator candidates Susie Ishikawa,
incumbent John Seabreeze and writein candidate Kristine Mollenkopfwere
elected.
In the sophomore senate race,
Sochat Chhiv, Beth Hutchins and Jeff
Weinberg won, with incumbent Tim
Pettitt losing by only four votes.

Staff Writer

America's college students possess deep concern for the environment, according to a survey commissioned by the National Wildlife Federation. However, UOP -- like other
campuses nationwide -- is struggling
to find a definitive agenda for dealing
with environmental issues.
The poll asked 500 students nationwide their opinions on environmental topics and concerns.
According to the survey, nine out
of 10 students are willing to pay more
for environmentally safe products and
packaging. In addition, close to 75
percent feel there should be mandatory recycling of cans, newspapers
and glass.
Academic Vice President Joe
Subbiondo reacted positively to the
survey's results. "These are issues
students are going to deal with way

Sara Schroeder -

JOHN CARMICHAEL: speaking at last Thursday's debate.

UOP, Japan sign exchange agreement Greek houses

promote scholarship
By Gail Pubols
Staff Writer

eiron erickson-The Pacifican

Kawansei Gakuln President Kazuo Tsuge and International Center Executive Director Makoto
Fuglta sign an exchange agreement with UOP President Bill Atchley
Kwansei Gakuin is located in
several years through a program at
By Sara Schroed·e r
Southern Methodist University; this Nishinomiya, Japan, a city known
News Editor
agreement will allow a direct ex- for education because of the 10 col__U_O_P-has_al_i_gn_e_d_w-ith_K_w_an_se_i change. Also, Japanese students will leges and universities there. It is a
primarily residential city of about
Gakuin University of Japan to form attend UOP.
According to Helena Behrens, 420,000.
an agreement that will allow stuGuests invited to the event were
dents from both universities a direct Office of International Programs diexchange program. President Atch- rector, UOP students attending UOP alumni, Japanese students,
ley signed the agreement in a cere- Kwansei Gakuin will stay with Japa- Japanese language teachers, Stocknese families. Japanese students at- ton Mayor Joan Darrah, members of
mony last Friday afternoon.
UOP students have been attend- tendingUOPwillliveintheresidence the Stockton community and UOP
faculty.
ing Kwansei Gakuin University for halls.

Collegians support environmental concerns
By Greg Chang

Since 1908

Elizabeth Arnold added that one vealed widespread agreement that
after graduation," he said. "We all
possible
reason for such apathy is college students don't know enough
have a responsibility to preserve the
Jack of motivation. "No one has tried about environmental issues and soluenvironment."
tions to those 'problems.
The UOP student body's ambigu- to get people to recycle," she said.
Although there's only one class at
ous and undeclared stance towards
UOP devoted to environmental is·
such topics reflects another survey
Although there is sues, information on the different
finding: most students are simply not
presently little to aspects of problems is included in the
active in environmental issues.
curriculum of other subjects. Profes"I don't think students know
rally students,
sor Steven Anderson, theinstructorof
•
enough," said Tony Gleason, an officoncern
IS
"Environmental Problems and Percer in OASIS, the Open Assembly of
spectives," said the scientific route is
evolving.
the School of International Studies.
only one of many facets.
"It's a multi-faceted issue and too
"Students have to consider sciencomplex for anyone to understand."
Arnold, a resident of Delta Delta
tific
concepts, political science, ethGleason acknowledges student Delta, is involved in an in-house recyics,
economics,
geology and geograinvolvement is improving but does cling program, the proceeds of which
phy,"
said
Anderson.
"What my class
not see a substantial effort being car- are given to local charities. She said
to f'- is integrate the material
tries
ried out "Most don't have a clue why although there's presently little to rally
they've acned in other subjects.
not to use Styrofoam or plastics, and students, concern is evolving.
"TI
have to be aware of the
"The awareness level is growing
not to throw away cans," he said.
glob2 nplications of issues."
Though some dorms and Greek on campus," said Arnold, "and there
Co..ege students agree they can
houses have programs dealing with is a positive mood on campus."
"make a difference" regarding proIn spite of such high morals, stuenvironmental problems, such as
dents
are not entirely clear what tection of the environment, the survey
recycling programs, Gleason still sees
they're caring about. The survey re- (See ENVIRONMENT, page 2)
room for improvement.

"The only things the Greeks care
about are parties." "The Greek system is for social purposes only."
"People in fraternities and sororities
don't care about grades." These statements are just a few of the misconceptions about UOP's Greek system,
according to Sigma Alpha Epsilon
member Tim Candy.
In reality, the average cumulative
GPA within the Greek system is consistently higher than the average for
UOPmenand-womeningeneral. The
average GPA for UOP men last semester was 2.51. The average for Phi
Delta Theta was 2.73. Sigma Alpha
Epsilon averaged 2.65, and Omega
Phi Alpha averaged 2.57.
The averageGPAfor UOPwomen
was 2.70. Delta Delta Delta's average
GPA was 3.17. Alpha Chi Omega,
KappaAlphaTheta, and Delta Gamma
averaged 2.97, 2.95, and 2.93, respectively.
One reason for these higher than
average grades may be the study
programs that fraternities and sororities implement. According to Lynnel
Cleland, scholarship chair for Tri
Delta, "Tri Delta has a great scholarship program. We give lots of incentives; for instance, pine tree pins for
girls with GPAs over 3.5."
In addition, Cleland says that
designated study rooms, competitions
between majors, and encouragement
and help for people who are having
trouble are other reasons LhatTri Delta
does well. "In fact," says Cleland,
"almost 10 percent of our house got
4.0's last semester."
SAE's scholarship program also
includes designated study rooms, as
well as study hours for pledges and
note fLies. According to Candy, the
reason SAE has above-average scholarship is because fraternity members
realize the importance of education.
"Everyone at SAE knows that they
are at UOP for an education flfSt," he
said.
"We use positive reinforcement
and we know our priorities," said
Alpha Chi Omega Julie Fulmer. Incentive programs, goal setting, rewards for As and Bs, study hours, and
a tutoring system in the house are all
reasons for Alpha Chi's high average,

according to Fulmer.
Dawn Jorgenson, scholarship chair
at Theta, says that incentives for good
grades, like the kite tail awards, encourage Thetas to study. As well,
people who get As are recognized at
chapter meetings and there are class
competitions to reward the class with
the best grades. According to Jorgenson, "Scholarship is up to each individual-Theta just backs them up and
supports them."
Phi Delta Theta Matt Gertrnenian
said,"Group study sessions with other
Phi Delts have helped me a lot, as well
as getting help and advice from older •
members in my major."
"At our last retreat, we set a goal
for a house GPAof3.0 for this semester to help encourage people to study,"
said Gertrnenian. According to past
scholarship chair Todd Pitts,"lf any
member falls below our house standards, they have to put in 10 study
hours a week."
ScholarshipchairofDeltaGamma,
G.T. Bellovich,saidthatDG "is really
focusing on scholarship this year.
We're doing a lot of things to encourage studies." According to Bellovich,
every DG does a certain number of
study hours every week, depending
on her GPA the previous semester:
Along with these proctored study
hours, girls who excel are honored at
a dinner. Two DGs, one with the most
improved and one with the best GPA,
attend their formal for free.
Todd Kaminsky, scholarship chair
for Omega Phi Alpha said, "The support system that the bros get from
each other encourages us to do well in
school." Study groups in the house,
along with this support has helped
OmegaPhimemberstoimprovescholastically . "We even had a few bros
with 4.0's last semester," added
Kaminsky.
Archania, whose grades were not
available, encourages members to
study by requiring study hours during
pledging and holding group study
sessions. "Archania has helped me to
develop my time management skills,
which in tum has affected my grades
in a positive manner," said Archite
Caleb Ho.
"Unfortunately," said Kaminsky,
"there's a misconception about the
Greek systeni. It has a social purpose,
but also an academic purposes."
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IN THE NEWS
KUOP seeks volunteers...The radio station needs people to assist
during the spring on-air fund drive, which will be held March 2-28.
Volunteers will be needed to work three-hour shifts between 6 a.m. and 11
p.m. on weekdays and 6 a.m. to 8 p.m. on weekends. The fun.d drive will be
held at the KUOP studios. For more information call Vcromca Nordeen at
946-2582.
Advertising career day...Thursday, March 15 is San Francisco Ad
Club's Career Day 1990. Students who sign up will have lunch with
members of the club and listen to Don Peppers of LINTAS/NY. Students
will also have the opportunity to talk to representatives of ad agencies. For
more information see Jan in Weber 208.
The Weight Watcher at Work Group holds weekly
meetings ...The group meets every Tuesday at noon in the McCaffrey
Center Conference Room. The sign-up for the 12-week program was
Tuesday, Feb. 27. For more information call Debbie at946-2040.

OASIS host "A World in Transition"...Friday, March 2-3 at
the School oflntemational Studies in George Wilson Hall. The conference

will focus on the changes occurring throughout the world and the impact
they have had upon international trade and economic relations, the environment and society. See page five for more details.

Modern dance instructor emeritus honored by dance
company.•.Annely Uherek was honored by the Repertory Dance Theatre
(Utah), who dedicated three performances to her. Uherek taught at UOP

from 1955 to 1970 and also ran her own studio.

Health addressed in
Wellness We.ek··
!

By Charlynn Graves
Staff Writer

"One Life to Live" is the theme of
this year's Wellness Week, sponsored
by the Student Health Advisory
Committee (SHAC), scheduled for
March 4-9. Most of the activities will
be in the McCaffrey Center.
SHAC will participate March 7
from noon to 2 p.m. According to
Sheryl Johnson, a member of SHAC,
there will be something for everyone
concerned with their health.
Numerous tables will be set up for
such things as cholesterol screening
and blood pressure checks. A representative from Planned Parenthood

a~d a ''Treat YourselfRight" dietician

will also be available.
SHAC will provide information
on a variety of health concerns such as
steroids, diabetes, and what the Health
Center has to offer. All services are
free to students except the cholesterol
screening, which will cost three dol-

lars.
SHAC is common on other campuses, buthasonlyrecentlybeenstated
at UOP. Carol Roth of the Cowell
Health Center initiated the program
here and serves as its advisor.
Anyone interested in joining
SHAC or finding out more about its
services may contact Roth at the
Health Center, 946-2315.

UPBEAT
plans next
year's policy
changes
By Natasha Parsonage
Staff Writer

University Programs Board for
Educational and Amusing Times,
better known as UPBEAT, is making
changes in its policies for the upcoming year.
UPBEAT came into existence in
the 1983-84 school year. The job of
UPBEAT is to plan student life activities.
UPBEAT currently has eight
committees ranging from social to
annual events and special entertainment One of the changes for next
year is to combine annual events with
special entertainment to create the
special events committee. Additionally, the fine arts committee will be
dissolved and the remaining money
will be allocated over the remaining
six programs. The outdoor recreation
committee will be renamed outdoor
events.
Another change within UPBEAT
will be the addition of more mandatory office hours for the chairs. The
chairs will be paid a stipend of $950
and the executive director will earn a
$1,900 stipend. Danielle Rose, UPBEAT's social chair claims that
"working as a chair is a real full-time
job." UPBEAT hopes that the stipend
will attract more applicants for the
chair positions than in the past. Rose
stresses that applications for all
UPBEAT positions are being accepted
through March 21.
UPBEAT is currently planning
Pacific Daze, to be heldApril21-29.
This week-long event will have special programming for each day. Some
of the events for the week include a
triptoGreatAmerica,aPaciflcBoardwalk Day and an International Spring
Fest
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...._.....,...,__________ which begins Friday afternQOn. He disrupt /
By Kfi-sten ·Miles
Assistant News Editor
The Senate meeting Monday night
dealt with several issues, including an
update on the nightclub presented by
Concerts Manager Gary Miller, an
announcement by Tony Gleason from
OASIS about the upcoming conference, "A World in Transition"; President Chinh Vu's report, and ExecutiveAfTairsDirectorMichelleMiller's
report.
Gary Miller reported that he and
thenightclubcommitteehadsurveyed
400 students and visited several Greek
houses to get input on the nightclub.
He stated that 75 percent of the students surveyed said they had no problem with a $2 cover charge. Mter the
committee compiled the results, they
gave them to ARA, who will put a
menu together based on the results.
Miller is looking into the possibility of getting an assistant manager,
who would handle promotional activities for the nightclub. He informed
the Senate that he intends to hold a
contest to name the facility immediately after Spring Break.
Gleason encouraged the Senate to
spread the word about the conference,

added that all the lectures and the food

are free.
Vu met with Todd O'Berg and
Scott Wright of ARA regarding the
issue of product competition in the
McCaffrey Center. The issue being
investigated is whether the grocery
store and the bookstore should be
allowed to sell whateverproducts they
want or whether they should have to
consult with ARA concerning what
products they can sell. Further meetings will be held before a decision is
made.
Michelle Miller presented the
proposed academic calendar changes
to the Senate. According to Miller, the
aim of the changes is to make UOP's
academic schedule more like other
colleges and universities. The fall
semester would begin after Labor Day
weekend, Winter Break would be
approximately one week longer, and
the spring semester would begin in
late January and would end in the first
week of June. These changes are
currently being discussed among a
small committee and will eventually
be presented to the Academic Council.

Compiled By:
Public Safety

A resident of Grace Covell reported that on Feb. 18 her escort was
punched in the face in front of Grace.
The suspect left in a Toyota and was
last seen heading toward Pacific
Avenue. A resident of Eiselen House
reported that a male acquaintance
grabbed her and choked her on Feb.
19.
On the afternoon of Feb. 18, a
resident of Alpha Chi Omega was the
victim of an attempted purse snatch
while walking on the sidewalk by
Alpha Chi. A white female in her late
20s came up behind the victim and
tried to take her purse. The victim was
not injured. The suspect was last seen
running westbound across campus.
Three suspects were arrested for
vandalism onFeb.18. Officers caught
them driving on the lawn at Knoles
Field. On Feb. 19, five vehicles had
their tires slashed. On Feb. 21, water
was poured into the gas tank of an
employee's car.

Collegians support environment
(Continued from page 1)

said. Gleason echoed the sentiment,
saying students often follow trends
by reacting to attention-grabbing
events or highly visible persons addressing problems.
"I'd love to see an environmental
symposium on campus," said Gleason. "It would also be interesting if
there was an appointed position or
someone to get a whole bunch of
ideas together and pushing groups to
do things. It's not going to happen
through individuals."
Arnold agreed. "There haven't
been any speakers on campus to rally

25°/o off

campus

students," she said, "and people will said he has seen positive reinforcenot go out of their way by them- ment from above.
"Our administration is interested
selves."
Dr. Anderson said traditional areas in motivating students to start thinkstudents can get involved in include ing about issues," said Gleason. "Joe
minor changes in lifestyle, including Subbiondo has come to OASIS and is
recycling and making more efficient very supportive of our recycling program."
use of energy.
Subbiondo said students are
Subbiondo feels once students start
equipped to motivate themselves and motivating themselves, more leaderrequire minimal assistance from the ship roles could be created and asadministration. "(Our) role is to be sumed, involving all parts of the stuvery encouraging and JCCeptive on dent community including organizaissues regarding the environment."
tions, Greek l:muses and residence
Gleason agreed with the view that halls.
students should be autonomous and
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Two liter Coleman thermos with a handle
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)niversities
harged with
iscrimination
nclassrooms
(CPS) -A series of student pro~tsof allegedly sexist orracistclasses

at six different campuses in
~January and early February.

Apparently without knowing what

"""'"'·-··u on other campuses were
students at Yale and Marquette
LiversJtJes. as well as the universiofMaryland, California at Davis,
1asuu•~''v" and Missouri at Colum-

Colleges rethink word bans
(CPS)- Fifty-some Vassar Col- State and Brown universities- have
lege students took over an admini- adopted policies to try to stop people
stration building on their Poughkeep- from using certain potentially offensie, N.Y., campus Feb. 13, angry that sive words during the past year. Many
school officials had failed to repri- of them, however, have gotten in
mand Sen. Daniel Moynihan (D-N. Y.) trouble for it.
when Moynihan made an allegedly
A federal judge struck down one
racist remark while visiting the cam- rule- Michigan's- as unconstitupus.
tional last August.
Moynihan supposedly made the
Even without a specific code in
comment at a reception following a place, problems can arise. In early
lecture he gave about the United February, former student Ernest KinStates' ethnic makeup. AlocalJamai- ney sued California State Universitycan woman challenged the senator's Sacramento for $2 million, claiming
comments. The woman claims he had been falsely accused last April
Moynihan told her if she doesn't like oflcavingracistand anti-Semitic notes
it in the United States, she should . in dorm bathrooms, and ultimately
unjustly driven to drop out.
Professors and students, moreover,
expressed concern that such policies
stifle free speech and candid classroom discussions by making students
vulnerable td being expelled if they
say the "wrong" thing.
"Abanonofftodingpeoplemeans
that
you can 'texpress yourself," said
Professor, Penn State
Alan Kors, a history professor at Penn,
pack her bags and go back to her where "any behavior, verbal or physical, that stigmatizes or victimizes
homeland.
Moynihan, however, was merely individuals" and "creates an intimi;;romoting his new book about eth- dating or offensive environment," is
nicity, an aide in the senator's office forbidden.
Kors, noting Penn's criticism of
said, and could not recall saying anything that could be construed as in- Sen. Jesse Helms' efforts to stop using federal funds to support art work
sulting.
The students who were neverthe- Helms doesn't" like' or understand,
less offended, however, quickly drew called the senator's argument for legup a list of demands that included islating art work "a word for word
hiring a rabbi for the campus, making re~at of harassment policies."
"You can say anything you want if
buildings wheelchair-accessible,
you're
a member of a group deemed
building a minority students center
oppressed,"
Kors said, "but if you're
and creating procedures to deal with
part
of
the
'wicked
status quo,' your
racial misconduct.
protected."
speech
is
not
If Vassar PresidentFrances FergusCampuses, however, have been
son complies, Vassar could become
desperate
to find ways to end a rash of
the latest school to join a year-old
racial
fights
and incidents that began
movement to try to construct a workto plague them in the mid-eighties.
able anti-harassment policy.
College deejays broadcast openly
Vassar has had a policy forbidding
harassment for several years, said racist jokes, black students were
college spokeswoman Dixie Sheri- threatened, locals attacked foreign
dan, but it doesn't specifically ban students, menacing fliers were sl ippcd
under minority MtMients' dorm doors
using offensive words.
A number of colleges - includ- and an atmosphere that seemed ,to
ing Trinity College, the universities tolerate insensitivity toward others'
ofCalifornia, Connecticut, Michigan, feelings prevailed.
Concerned officials, hoping to
Massachusetts, North Carolina at
make
all students feel more welcome
Chapel Hill, Wisconsin, and Pennsylon
c~pus,
began unveiling rules that
vania as well as Tufts, Emory, Penn

"A ban on
offending people
means you can't
express yourself."
-Alan Kors

exploitative materials in.their
called "French in Action."
women charge that the program
a "hostile environment for
" Pierre Capretz, director of
Yale language lab and author of
program, which consists of 52
ideol:ape~s.a tex~book, workbook and
tapes, admits that his program
butnotexploitivebecauseit
on French culture.
In Missouri, the National Assofor the Advancement of ColPeople (NAACP) said in early
it would join a probe into
allegations that Missouri's
school discriminates against black
On Feb. 8, members of the Marylegislature's Black Caucus voted
back student demands for a review
race relations at the University of
toltnnn••P. (UB) and the University of
MMarvtar1a law $Cl!Ools. '
Students were first angered by a
January UB law school newsletattempted to lampoon visiting
··--·~•~·~··..l BaltimoreCircuitJudge
Johnson's grammar and

tonunc:iatilon. Johnson is black.

highly contagious, can be transmitted
only through bodily fluids.
"You can't get it just by sitting in
the same room," the spokeswoman
said.
In recent years, however, a number of campuses have suffered from
outbreaks of meningitis.
Curry College in Milton, Mass.,
shut down its 1,300-student campus
for nearly a week in 1987 after 37
students evinced symptoms of viral
meningitis. More than 4,000 Duke
University students lined up to get
antibiotics in March, 1987, after four
Earli~r reports incorrectly had students were diagnosed as having
•:lentifie~dLynch 's illness as meningi- the meningococcal bacteria, and two
which is highly contagious, an of those with meningitis as well.After
spokeswoman said. "That scared University of Colorado at Boulder
lot of people. The confusion oc- football player Vincent Smith was
because a person with the admitted to a local hospital for menininfection can get meningitis, gitis lastMarch, 200 student.Srecefvetl
didn't have (meningitis)," precautionary treatment.
In the wakeofLynch 's death, about
170 RIT students and faculty have

.~

The four-year degree myth
(CPS)- Only about 15.5 percent of the students who entered college
in 1980 earned their degree in the traditional four years, a study released
Feb. 13 by a private college association found.
Graduating within four years is "a thing of the past," concluded Oscar
Porter of the National Institute of Independent Colleges and Universities,
which studied the academic progress of 28,000 students who were freshmen in 1980.
By 1986,40.7 percent of the students had graduated, 4.5 percent were
enrolled for their sixth straight year, and 10.4 percent of the students were
back in college after taking some time off.

Mandela invited to U.S. for
speaking engagement
(CPS) -Waiting less than 24 hours after his release from 27 years in
prison, Fisk University students invited South African anti-apartheid
leader Nelson Mandela to speak at the Tennessee college's commencement
ceremonies later this spring.
President Bush also invited Mandela to visit the U.S., but no dates have
been set.

legislation for liquor ad ban from
college newspapers dropped
(CPS) - The effort to forbid college newspapers to sell ads that
promote alcohol consumption will be dropped for now, reported Mark
Goodman of the Student Press Law Center in Washington, D.C.
U.S. Sen. Jeff Bingaman (D-N.M.) says he will not reintroduce a bill to
ban the ads this year. "Bing<:ma::. got a lot of heat from a lot of different
people about this," Goodman said.
"It's ridiculous," said Bill Casey, editor of the Daily Iowan at the
University of Iowa. "National groups are going after student newspapers,
and then they allow alcohol advertising on televised (college) basketball
games."

The KKK On Campus
(CPS) - About 300 students at Bradley University in Peoria, Ill.,
demonstrated Feb. 8 to call for the punishment of a student who distributed
fliers advocating the formation of a white supremacist group on campus.
Freshman Mau Hale, who says that equality is "disadvantageous to
white people," distributed the fliers for a group called the KKKOC, or Ku
Klux Klan On Campus, on the private campus of 5,000 students.
.
The crowd carried a banner reading "We Want Action Now," whtle
speakers urged administrators to speed their investigation of Hale, who
could not be reached for comment
A student formed a similar White Student Union at Temple University
in Philadelphia in December, 1988, which is still a registered group today.
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ealth scare has students running
or cover... and antibiotics
(CPS)- Students at the RochesInstitute of Technology (RIT),
they were vulnerable to a
'""'"14"-l'UU" fatal disease, flocked to
campus health center for antibiafter a classmate died unexpectFeb. 7.
Freshman Patrick Lynch died only
hours after complaining of stompains and a fever. An autopsy
••eve.:~lled he suffered from Waterhouse•~rideJ:ichsen Syndrome, a form of a
·~1eniJ~£OCO<:cal bacterial infection that
one in 100 million Americans

banned "bad words" about a year ago.
"They're making a statement of
values and philosophy of how people
should treat one another," explained
Shirley Uplinger, associate dean of
students at Cal State-Sacramento
(CSUS). Now, after a year of legal
battering, schools are slowly reworking their bans and policies.
At a law and higher education
conference in Clearwater, Fla. in late
January, Washington, D.C., attorney
Jane Brandt Bulbin told college officials that, to avoid legal scrutiny, a
policy can only regulate student behavior that is directed specifically at
an individual.
Tufts, Penn State, and the University ofConnecticut, for instance, have
altered their policies. U Conn's policy, which forbade, among other
things, "inappropriately directed
laughter," was amended Nov. 13 to
outlaw the use of"fighting words," or
slurs aimed atan individual that would
likely provoke a violent reaction.
Even before Judge Avem Cohn
struck down Michigan's anti-discrimination policy, the school replaced it
with an interim policy that's still in
effect. It allows for penalties only
when one student directly harasses
another. Under the old policy, students were forbidden from uttering
words that disparage any one of a
handful of historically oppressed
groups, from Vietnam War vets and
the elderly to minorities and women.
The impacts were immediate. In
an entrepreneurship class, a professor
asked students to write a limerick and
rcaditaloud. Onestudentmadefunof
the alfeged acts of a national! y known
sports figure. The student was ordered to write an apology in The
Michigan Daily, the student newspaper, and to attend a Gay Rap session.
To avoid such scenes, some
schools like the University ofArizona
and CSUS are waiting to see what
happens elsewhere before they do
anything.

CAMPUS NEWS NOTES

gotten antibiotics at the New York
campus of 12,494~ . Officials don't
expect many more requests for the
treatment because the disease's incubation period ended Feb. 15.
Other campuses are still battling a
measles epidemic. Seven cases of
rubeola were reported in the first two
weeks of February in Texas, and four
of those victims were University of
Texas students. Austin College, with
1,300 students, reported 31 measles
cases as of Feb. 1.
Other campuses reporting m~es
cases include Florida State and FJ,prida A&M, and Tarleton State universities, as well as the University' of
Texas-El Paso.
The Cenws.for Disease Control
(CDC) in Atlanta said many s~pdents
run the risk of catching a severe case
e>f the 'dfsea:Se because iMCth'~ted
vaccines were administered bet~n
. 1963 and 1967. These students should
get two new vaccines, says the q:>C.

CAREER
'FAI'\
. SACRAMENTO HILTON .
2200 HARVARD (Business 1-BO @
ARDE~ WAY WEST)
SACRAMENTO, CA 95815
SATURDAY, MARCH 10, 1990
10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
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PRESENTED BY
HISPANIC HOTLINE AND CAREERS NOW
AS A JOINT VENTUR:E
INTERESTED EXHIBITORS SHOULD·CALL
(916) 737-0930 TODAY TO RESE'R~/1: AN EXHIBIT BOOTH
AND AD SPACE IN THE CAREER fAIR BROCHURE.
SEVENTY EXHIBIT BOOTHS WERE AVAILABLE.
THIRTY-AVE HAVE BEEN RESERVED.
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Environmental.
initiative needed
Today everybody claims to be in favor of protecting and preserving the environment, even students at staid and conservative UOP.
However, like George "The Environmental President" Bush,
who talks a lot but does little of substance on the issue, this
University's stand regarding environmental problems is at best
hopelessly vague.
With the exception of a few student groups who have started
recycling programs, UOP's contribution to environmental
progress is absolutely nonexistent. Shouldn't we, at this supposed hub of enlightenment, be able to do a little bit more?
This inaction doesn't speak well for us, nor does it bode well
for future generations who must survive on this once pristine
planet that we ruin more each day. Any positive contribution,
no matter how small, is progress.
With that in mind, let's start small. For example, let's call on
the administration, who has been largely silent, to actually do
something regarding the issue. Institute mandatory recycling
of cans, bottles and paper in all University departments and
bring speakers and workshops on environmental •concerns to
campus, for instance. This kind of environmental awareness is
already 20 years overdue at this school.
Lack of knowledge among students and a casual attitude
toward the issue from the administration can no longer be
tolerated. An encouraging word or two from the administration
to a few students collecting cans does not sufficiently qualify
as progress.
While each of us must become personal!y motivated to help
the environment, administrative leadership and action on the
issue is crucial.
The encouragement presently provided is important and
necessary. Encouragement without action, however, is the lazy
man's form of initiative. :
And because environmental progress has been neglected for
so long, none of us can afford to be lazy and wait for someone
else to take the initiative. Each of us must seize it on our own
and encourage others, including President Atchley and Company, to do the same.
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LETTERS TO THE £DITOR================:::::::I
F 1• •
r 0 IC pIece
rebutted
I have been prompted to write this
letter because of an opinion piece in
last weeks Pacifican concerning
Sigma Alpha Epsilon's Band Frolic
skit The photo editor of The Pacifican, Gil Castillo, was offended by a
portion ofour skit where Spanish was
used.
It appears that Mr. Castillo felt
that the "Fernando character mumbled
unidentifiable words and sounds as if
to 'give the' impression that he was

)

speaking
Castillo
should haveSpanish."
done just Mr.
a little
homework before writing an article such as
that I was born and raised in Mexico
City, Mexico, I am a Mexican citizen,
and I have perfect command of the
Spanish language. It is not "fact that
the character mumbled," I spoke as I
always do, very clearly.
I cannot agree more with th)WOi!lt
of your article that the simplest of
actions and behaviors can have severe and unforgiving consequences. I
feel that your article had very severe
and unforgiving consequences per-

sonally, but that the opinion piece
extends beyond that
It seems to me that this is another
glaring example of the unprofessionalism of the Pacifican staff. Granted,
it was an opinion piece, but I am sure
all the editors of The Pacifican think
of themselves as professionals, and
even if they don't they should be held
to a higher level of accountability
than the rest of us. Mr. Castillo failed
this test miserably. I am truly sorry
that he was offended, but he has offended me greatly, and it could have
been avoided if' spch radical action
hadn't been takeil without Mr. Castillo doing just a Iittt"e homework. If
what you want to print is not accurate,
I urge you, do not print it!
Fernando Alvear

How 'bout that
Health Center
· I recently had the misfortune of
being sick; but, on the other hand, I
had an excellent health facility to go
to so I could recover. The nurses
(Maureen, Marge, and Kathleen) at

Covell Student Health Center who the night.
People have been complai '
took care of me were fantastic. They
semester
after semester. The ·
were all very knowlegdeable and
of
South/West
has notified Hous'
friendly. My night stay was like being
of
this
problem
for many years
at home with my mother taking care
and
neither
Housing
or Physical
of me.
havedoneanythingworthwhile
The students indeed are very fortunate to have such a facility with ca- it. Physical Plant claims that the
pable staff. I'm sure I can speak on is caused by hot water going
behalfof any students who have gone cold pipes. Their solution is to
to the health center ill when I say to all theheatoff, whichiseventually
the health center staff-- thank you for back on. This is not the answer.
It is my feeling that the en·
a job well done!
system must either be repaired
This tnal&s1tousing a··
South/West sleeps r~placed.
relu~¥te tlo an~~ about i~
no more ·
to cosil;hplications~ 'technically,
are rent payers of about $2300
Last night (Feb. 20) was one of nine months. This should entitle us
many nightmares for all the residents the same rights as any other
· on the east side ofUOP's South/West nia rent payer. It is ridiculous to '
dorm. Starting at 11 p.m. and continu- that we must lose many entire ni
ing until nearly 6:30 a.m., an intense of sleep because this University is
pounding sound was coming from willing to fix this long-existent
underneath the floor near our windows. The banging sound seems as if
someone is putting a hammer to the
pipes beneath our heaters. It is exEric
tremely loud and lasts nearly all night,
obviously keeping us awake most of

Ad Reps
Sienna Yoshida
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The Paciflcan is published every Thursday, except during vacations and final
exams week, by students of the University of the Pacific. Comments from
readers are welcome and strongly encouraged. Guest columns and letters to the
editor must be submitted in typed form by Friday noon. All letters to the editor
must have a verifiable signature, local address and phone number. The
Pactftcan reserves the right to edit all submitted materials. Editorial comments
reflect the views and opinions of the majority ofThe Paclflcan editorial board,
unless personally signed.
The Paclflcan office Is located on the third floor of Hand Hall, University of
the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211. Office hours are Monday through Friday 10
a.m. to S p.m. or by appointment.

Pacifican Letters to the Editor .Policy
The Pacifican welcomes letters· to the editor. All
letters must be typed, double spaced, and should not
contain more than 250 words. They must be signed,
include a verifiable telephone number and local address.

The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters for
length and clarity.
Deadline for submissions is Monday at noon. Bring
or mail your letters to The Pacifican, UOP-Hand Hall
3rd Floor, Stockton, CA 95211

Editorial: (209) 946-2114 Business: 946-2155
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"Do you have an antidote for midterm stress?"
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"Since all my midterms ore on Friday I don't hove an antidote anymore. But a Long Island Iced Tea at
the Grad always does me nice. "
'

"After a test I usually go to San NThe antidote is, don't worry about
Francisco to go to Chinatown. Or 1 it 'til it's happened. There's always
go see a movie."
the final exam to make up for it.
i
pon 't let it stress you out. H
r

c..

..

...., '

"I don't. I have insomnia. 111

"I panic. Then I deal with it, study,
then panic again, and take the test. "

HWith midterms you usually
two, so you can blow off the
one, then go to Spring Break
relax and worry about it when
get back."

....... !
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Wor:ld game finds way beyond war
By Barbara Muller
1

International Editor
Beyond War, a campus group
devoted to exploring· alternatives to
war in the world today, sponsors several activities on campus, including
speakers, and a weekly event called
the "Red-eye Rap,"
An upcoming event, World Game,
will take place on Sunday, March 4 at
Lincoln High School in Stockton.
. The World Game·is a unique simulation of the world economy and political systems in which participants,
including UOP students and people
from the community, will act out solutions to world food problems while
using an immense world map laid out
on the gym floor.
The game, which was conceived

as a peace version
of "war games"
played out by
military figures,
will take place
between1:30and
4:30p.m.
Professional

Helena Behrens analyzed the invasion in terms of past
in the Bechtel U.S. policy toward Panama, and dis-·
International cussed how the invasion impacted
= =. -=--·==-=-.:
Center for schol- U.S. image in Central America, as
=
=: _: ~ \
arship assistance well as the rest of the world.
-~
totakepartinthc
Dr. Pippin, a professor of poli~cal
game.
- ~ - .~
science at UOP, has lived in Panama
Other activi- and written about its politics.
On Thursday, March 8 at 8 p.m. in
facilitators from
ties spons_ored by
the
national
_
Beyond War in- the Bechtel International Center, Dr. ·
World Game
elude the "Red- William Brennan will speak. The
headquarters will L------.....::-=--------l eye Rap'~ which topic under discussion will be "Is the
lead participants through a workshop is held every other Thursday morning change in the U.S.S.R. real?"
which covers the dangers of nuclear at 7: 15 in Grace Covell's Patio Room.
Brennan currently teaches a course
war and population problems in the
Speakers at the rap address cur- in Soviet foreign policy through the
world today.
rentsituations and events in the world. political science department
The cost of participation in the At the first breakfast meeting, on Feb.
Beyond War is open to all stugame is 10 dollars for map players, 15, Dr. Larry Pippin spoke regarding dents. For further information conand five dollars for people simulating the U.S. invasion of Panama. He tact the group's advisor, Dr. Jerry
the World Bank and other organizaBriscde, at 946-2923.
tions. UOP students may contact
• -=

oliC}'·
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Soviet citizens rally
for democra~y

Bulgarians protest
Communist Party

Hundreds of thousands of Soviet
citizens rallied across the U.S.SR.
on Monday in support ofdemocracy.
Voters in Lithuania overwhelmingly rejected the Communist Party
and elected a legislature that is expected to press Moscow for independence.
Demonstrations were reported in
more than 30 cities with more than
100,000people gathering in Moscow
alone.

In the largest demonstration since
the removal of Todor Zhivkov in
November, more than 100,000
people rallied against the Communist Party in Bulgaria.
The protestors called for the dismantling of political organizations
in the workplace, and also asked that
democratic elections be pos1p0ned
untilJune to give opposition parties
more time to prepare.

Protests break out in
South Korea

Philippines celebrate
anniversary of
"People Power"

=
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annual conference

EricB

Beat
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Oasis sponsors
The Open Assembly of the School
of International Studies at UOP is
hosting its Annual International Spring
Conference on "A World In Transition," Friday, March 2 from 3-8 p.m.
and Saturday, March 3 from 10 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. at the School of International Studies in George Wilson Hall.
This year's conference will focus
on the tremendous changes occurring·
throughout the world and the impact
they have upon international trade
and economic relations, the environ.
ment, and society. ·
Round table discussions will follow presentations by several speakers
in order .t o facilitate the active participation of those attending the _conference. Each panel will host three speakers addressing a particular aspect of
that panel's \lleme. T' h " r
. The Fri~ aftemqpu ~1. "Visions 'of Post-modem Society" will
feature speakers addressing the social
changes brought about in societies.
following massive political upheaval.
The 'saturday morning panel,
"Trade and Economic Relations
Panel" will cover the impact of the
developing European Economic
Community and how this will impact
U.S. trade policy issues.

World

The Saturday afternoon panel,
"Environmental Challenges" will
focus on the impact of environmental
issues, such as the use of resources
and the effect of pollution, on the
growing world.
Following the afternoon panel, .
there will be a peace pole dedication
ceremony. The peace poles will be
planted outside George Wilson Hall
and the Library. The wood poles are
intended to remind people of the
possibilities of peaceful cooperation
and interaction between countries and
cultures. .
Through its annual conference,
OASIS hopes to encourage international awareness and understanding,
both at UOP and in the Stockton
community by providing an opportunity for an insightful examination into
these complex issues.
Activities will include entertainment by various ethnic dancing groups
and an array of multi-cultural culinary delights. Ev.eryone is welcome
to attend. Food will be provided free
of charge on both Friday and Saturday.
For more information, contact
OASIS at 946-2836.

Council promotes
cultural awareness

South Korean protesters shouted
anti-government and anti-U.S. slogans and tried to stone a U.S. diplomat's home earlier in the week.
About 3,000 people were involved in the protests which took
place in five different cities in South
Korea.

Cultural Awareness, a branch of toms were recently explored through
UPBEAT which promotes cultural activities including fortune telling and
awareness at UOP, sponsors an Inter- a tea house.
Cultural Awareness also helped
national Council which meets on
sponsor
AIESEC's regional training
Mondays at 5:30p.m. in the Bechtel
conference.
AIESEC-Pacific, the local
International Center.
chapter of the International AssociaIvory Coast
tion of Students interested in EcoThe council helps nomics and Business, is a student
government frees
to decide how
organization which was established
students
Pakistan denies U.S.
in an attempt to reunite war-tom
various cultural Europe
through an internship excharges
The Ivory Coast government
projects on
change program.
freed more than 150 pro-democracy
The regional conference, to which
campus will be
student protesters who had been
The Pakistani government re19 West Coast universities were inbeaten
and
detained
following
a
10jected
U.S. charges of human rights
funded ....
vited to attend, took place last weekhour occupation of a cathedral in abuses.
end. Events included social activities
A State Department report said
The council is composed of vari- and workshops for the development Abidjan, the nation's capital.
The pro-democracy protests pose police commonly torture people in
ous cultural and internationally-fo- of interpersonal and professional
the most serious threat in years to the custody, religious minorities face
cused clubs at UOP. The council skills.
conservative government of Presi- discrimination, and officially conhelps to decide how various cultural
People interested in working with
dent Felix Houphouet-Boigny.
trolled media sources suppress news.
projects on campus will be funded, Cultural Awareness should contact
The students are angered by the
The government of Pakistan
and is alsorewonsible for running the Lisa Ozenbaugh through theASUOP
gap between the rich and poor in the flnnly denied thechargescalling1he
office.
Internatio~'Spring Festival.
~yory Coast.
report "a classical examp~ ofdisin' ' The Inte~ational Spring Festival
formation."
is an annual event at which various
groups display arts, crafts, and foods - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . ; . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
from various countries. This year's
festival will be held on April 28.
The council also sponsors cultural
spotlights in which customs from a
specific country are explored through
a series of activities. Chinese cus-

Tired of Glasses?
Welcome spring with the freedom of
CONTACT LENSES

Teacher~ of English to Speakers unit of academic credit through San
of Other Lang~ages (TESOL) will Francisco State University of Exhold its 24th annual international tended Education. On-site registraconvention in San Francisco March 6
-10 at the San Francisco Hilton.
This year's conference, featuring
over 600 workshops, seminars, demonsttations, colloquia and speakers,
focuses on both the International Year
of Literacy and new trends in language education.
Majorconferencespeakers include
Rita Esquivel, director of the ~~ce
of Bilingual Education and Minonty
Affairs, u.s. Department of Education; Donald Graves, professor of
education, University of New Hampshire; and Wilga Rivers, chair of ~e
department ofromance languages and
literature, Harvard University. ·
Other attractions are the Employment Clearinghouse, which allows
participants to interview for jobs
worldwide, and the largest exhibit of
English as a second language (ESL)
materials ever assembled.
Attendees may register for one

tion is available.
For additional
(415) 257-5181.
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Dr. Kurt Skinner
Optometrist
4342 Pacific Ave.
University Square
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Teachers hold conference

MORRIS
CHAPEL

Thousands of people gathered in
Manila to celebrate the fourth anniversary of the ouster of former President Ferdinand Marcos.
The same revolt brought Corazoo Aquino to power. She used the
occasion to defend her record.
Armyrebelswhohaveattempted
six coups against Aquino renewed
their pledges to remove her from office.
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Troy Kopp

Amidst midterm·s:

•

Avoi:d stress problems
By Dr. Robert Kqeg~l
Guest Writer
The alarm sounds. "Oh no! It's
Monday- I've gotta finish that outline, tallc to professor Jones, stop by
the lab, read 100 pages for my noon
psych class, be at work at 3 p.m.!"
Th~ pr~ssure on today 's college
campuses is enormous. Last year when
I went took a tour of college campuses, students told me that "too much
to do," "exams," "money," "relationships," "interviews," "family" and
"career choices" are frequen~ causes
of their stress.
So,getridofstress.Right?Wrong.
Stress is not good nor bad. How
you handle it can be. Learning to
make stress work for you helps you
concentrate better, think clearer, have
more energy, be more creative and
make college more enjoyable.
Some people panic and work too
fast under stress, causing mistakes.
Others procrastinate, putting tasks off
until later. Neither response is productive and both add to your stress in
life.
These two approaches are caused
by what I call "sabotage thinking"common reactions to stressful situations that work against rather than
for you. Five common types of sabo-
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of UOP

you already know. The gottas cause
people to act desperately and think
irrationally, everything seems like a
life or death proposition. I spoke with
one student who had the gottas so bad
that he visualized his life being ruined
if he didn't get an A on an upcoming
The Gottas:
test.
Desperation Thinking
The cure for the gottas is to shift
from
irrational to rational thinking.
The gottas usually occur when you
Do
a
reality
check. When you get the
think you have too much to do and too
gottas take a deep breath, exhale
slowly and ask yourself, "What is the
worst thing that could possibly happen?" and "How likely is that to happen?"
Reality thinking puts the gottas in
perspective. Not getting an A would
be a drag, but it wouldn'tbetheendof
the world nor would it land this Astudent in the ranks of the homeless.

tage thinking are "the gottas," "the
worries," "the can 'ts," "the uh ohs/oh
nos" and "the don'ts."
· It is surprisingly easy to overcome
sabotage thinking. Let me be specific:

Drafted by a professional baseball
team directly out of high school, Troy
Kopp opted to play football at UOP.
"I like the opportunity of an education here and I really like football," said
Kopp.
The freshman Tiger quarterback
started eight out of 12 games last fall and
is very enthusiastic for the upcoming
football season.
Kopp decided to concentrate on his
education as a business major and football this year. However, next year Kopp
is interested in playing UOP baseball.

Sabotage
thinking-common
reactions to
stressful
situations that
work against you.

little time to do it. "I gotta study for
two exams; I gotta read two chapters;
I gotta call financial aid about my
loan; I gotta get a date for Friday
night."
The gottas make everything seem
harder than it really is. You get into
the panic zone, rushing to get it all
done. You walk too fast, talk too fast,
think too fast, write too fast, eat too
fast. You can't concentrate or think
clearly. You make careless mistakes,
blank out on exams and forget things

~occer
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The Worries:
What If" Thinking

Story by Susa~ Brooks; Photo by UOP Athletic Department
responses, a grade a professor will what I'm worrying about happens, ,_ ~.u...~
give us, whether someone will agree then I will do ... " And you're ready for
with us or what they think of us. A rule anything.
For example, in a job interview,
of thumb to remember is that you
instead
of worrying whether or not
can't control other people or external
the
potential
employer will ask about
situations. But you can control how
your
grades,
anticipate that he or she """"'IU'....
well you prepare for and respond to
will.
Then
normally
list wins, accom.
them. In other words, you can control
plishmentsandqualificationsthatyour
your information, attitude and actions.
To stop worrying, determine what course grades might not reflect.
Editors Note: This is the first part
youcanandcan'tcontrol. Then change
of
a
two part series O!J how to deal
your worries into anticipations. Turn
with
stress.
the what if into an action step. "If

prevents you from getting your work
done.

Another type of sabotage thinking
is the worries, otherwise known as
"what if' thinking. They're notorious
for causing headaches and sleeplessness. You don't think clearly or perform well when you worry. Your main
focus is the worry, which overwhelms
you with negativity, makes you feel
depressed, reduces your energy and

Some people
panic and work
too fast under
stress, causing
mistakes.
Most of what we worry about is
out of our control- other people's

club is back and kicking ASUOP Graphics

By Julie DeArmond
Asslstant Sports Editor
In 1986 UOP had an intercolle-

siate soccer team. Today a group of
motivated students and a volunteer
coach have brought men's soccer back
to the campus as a club sport
The men's soccer team was disconti"ued in 1986 for a vumber of
reasons. M~r~iM to Kathy Klein,
assistant a~ti<; pirfJ;tor, one male ,
sport had to be discontinued and one
female sport added due to Title IX
affmnative action which states that
there must be an equal number of
men's and women's intercollegiate
sports if a campus has an equal ratio
of men to women.
UOP originally had six women's
Gil Castillo - The Pacifican
sports and eight men's sports. To make
Two soccer club members practice at Brookside field.
an even seven, women's cross country was added and men's soccer was Carrigan is the president of the men's coach for 12 years. Lynn volunteers
team and Jody Bauer is the president six. hours a week coaching the UOP
cut.
"Soccer was chosen to be cut of the women's team. The women's team.
"So far we're having alotoffun,"
because the program had been strug- team has not yet developed but will if
said
Lynn. "The players are hard
enough
people
are
interested.
gling for a while in both leadership
working
and eager, which makes it
The
men's
team
practiced
a
little
and participation," said Klein. "Soceasy
for
me
to coach."
in
the
fall,
but
did
not
have
scheduled
cer had the fewest scholarships and
Dick
Vargo,
an accounting profespractices
nor
did
they
have
a
coach.
so was easiest to cut."
Many students were interested in Carrigan recruited his former high sor at UOP, is also helping the team by
soccer at UOP and were upset that the school coach Harell Lynn, who works scheduling games. He has seven
intercollegiate program was discon- in the public relations department at games scheduled this spring and six
tinued. A few students recently got UOP, to coach the team. Lynn also more scheduled for the fall.
Even though the soccer program
together and organized club soccer. coaches the soccer team at Bella Vista
Initially the club was to be coed. Rick High School, where he has been a is only three months old, they have

already played three games. They lost
theirfirstgame to the Stockton United
A Team 2-1 and went on to beat their
B team 3-1.
The team played Fresno-Pacific
College, a highly ranked team in the
NAJA Division, and lost 2-1. They
lost the game but gained confidence
in their ability as a team by coming
close to beating a great team after
having played together for 'Only two
months.
"We were tied until the last six
minutes. Then they scored; we almost
beat them," said Carrigan.
TheStocktoncommunityandUOP
have been very supportive of the new
soccerclub.AdvertisingConceptshas
donated T-shirts and ASUOP is assisting the team with some funding.
The admissions office believes the
club may help attract more students to
UOP because soccer is so popular in
this area. It gives the UOP students
another activity in which to participate.
Many people wonder if soccer will
become an intercollegiate sport again.
The athletic department cannot afford
to take on another sport at the present
time.
"It would take a major commitment financially to make soccer intercollegiate," said Klein.

.charts success
Mike Riggs, "Prices are super competitive-usually a lot cheaper, too.
And besides getting a professional
Staff Writer
Joey, a junior in the business de- quality product, you're giving stupartment, needs help. Serious help. dents an opportunity to gain experiJoey is presenting a project in one of ence in the field." Artist Jenna Beard
his classes and he has no visual aids. added, :·~-do prelitt:tJmch the
And what's worse, Joey can't draw- same thing9.-&at profe~ional print
can't draw at all. What is Joey going shops and desigrt firms •can do for
much cheaper."
to do?
According to Graphics manages
Tina, a senior education major,
RobbGordon,professionals
have used
has a problem, too. She's getting
graphics
services
for
sharp
married in August and she has very
little money to spend on invitations. presentations. "We've had lawyers
She's checked every place in town, come in and ask for visual aids to help
but on her budget, it looks like she'll with their case presentations."
ASUOP Graphics employs 10
have to write the invites out herself.
students-two managers, five artists,
Whatever is Tina going to do?
Oh, if only these two knew about one printer, and two distributors.
All of the positions at ASUOP
ASUOP's own graphics division.
Located on the second floor of the Graphics are paid, but besides earnMcCaffrey Center in the ASUOP ing money, working for graphics gives
office, ASUOP Graphics has the ca- students experience in the graphics
pability to design and produce post- business. Gordon said, "It's given me
ers, publicity flyers, visual aids, sta- a lot of good experience--advertis·
tionary, invitations, business cards, ing is a field I will continue to be
and advertisements. Even the Tiger interested in."
Grocery logo was designedbyASUOP
ASUOP Graphics recently purGraphics.
chased a Macintosh computer to help
What's more, according to a . with projects. "I"m very excited to
Graphics flyer, ASUOP Graphics' get the Macintosh," said Beard. "It
printing costs are over 35 percent enables us to produce the exact same
lower than the average printing shop's quality as professionals."
costs. According to Graphics artist

By Gail Pubols

Spirit squad bounds forward
Attention enthusiastic and energetic people! Next Tuesday, March 7,
at 6 p.m. is the first informational
~eeting for the 1990-1991 cheerlead! mg squad. For those who are interested in trying out, the meeting is
scheduled to take place in the main
gym, in the Stagg Room.
During this past season the cheerlt:!ading squad traveled with the football team to many of the away games,
including San Diego and Hawaii. The
squad has proven their dedication and
comr.litmentai1d has full support from
the. a>hletic department and univer-

I

Obtcctlve: Fundralser
Commitment: Minimal
Money: Raise $1,400
Cost: Zero Investment

-

Campus Organizations, clubs,
frats, sororities call On Campus Marketing Concepts at
1 (800) 950-8472 ex. 10

sity.
Gina Coruccini, cheerleading
advisor, is very excited for next year's
squad. "I cannot wait," said Coruccini. "I know what this year's squad is
capable of under the new program.
and I plan on incorporating more
dancing. I have a lot of new ideas and
am excited to implement them next
year."
Try-outs are open·to everyone at
UOP, including graduate students.
The meeting will cover all tbe
information leading up to the try-outs
on Apri110.
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~estiyal plays "In My Mind's Eye"

~I Prqduct1on challenges cast and director

~~\I

>' ar811 . f ---:."- - - - - - - - t
~ BytRae Ann L. Ramsey
•
It

Sta,Wrlter

~~--·-------------------

1
r q~~.
Editor's .Note:Thefollowing in~--...~.-.,.:.. t '"- r~~~~ cJ~sopinionbasedonarehearsal
"II: IIJl:r..,"
prevrew.

·~! .The story ofa blind girl who faces

1nve

I the challenges

of her handicap is
~ ~~ chronicled in "In My Mind's Eye," a
· ~I ~~~ pJaybyUOPalumnusDougHaverty.
Uop ~ ~ The award winning play is being
~~ produced by the UOP Department of
Drama and Dance as a major component of the Festival of Arts being
celebrated on campus through March

Haverty elaborates on Palrisha's
relationships with two men. The first
man befriends her during her youth.
The uniqueness of his characteris that
of his age, 75. The gentleman,
Calhoun, is Patty's only friend during
her youth, and he helps prepare her
for social encounters later.
Staff member Dr. William Wolak,

more personal, so the characters have
to be believable," explains Persels.
Wolak is completely credible as the
kind, caring friend of Patty.
The cast and director of "In My
Mind's Eye" are hoping for a successful turn out for the production, and
judging from the preview performance, any size~udience will be in for

1

6.
The play circles around the challenge of growing up and the impor• ~ tance of love. As director Darrell
YO\I re~lt Persels said. "It is not a simple play,
.
~but it is very human." The play touches
8
l on the ideologies of strength and
-•ulllll\/- ~ tl-~ courage. Patrisha, played by Leslie
tUJUt~m:n,.lYiiiiSk~ Fielding and Liesl Dunn, struggles
ly . thathetl' ~ with the constant obstacle of her
•u.•.........,'-'anaomtiflist~~ handi.cap and yet continues to endure
~!bat,_ t it until she reaches her goals.
m h~ liOtreflect 1 Doug Haverty was inspired to
J is 1~ first/IIi create the character of Palrisha by a
on ~ 10 ~. blindjuniorhighschooltcacherwhom
he studied under.

JOb'

1

or "Doc," as he is referred to around
the set, assumes the role of Calhoun
and does a fantastic job. Director
Persels comments, half laughing,
"He's had plenty of practice at being
old."
Despite his "practice," it is obvious that the most important thing to
the success of the play is the focus on
the characters. "The stage is low, it is

STATE OF THE ARTS
McCAFFREY CENTER GALLERY
The McCaffrey Center Gallery is now showcasing photo collages by
Les Barta. The collages are constructed through use of photographs and oil
paint. The show will run through March 9.
The McCaffrey Center Gallery is located on the second floor of the
McCaffrey Center. Gallery hours are 9 a.m.-9 p.m. weekdays and 3-9 p.m.
weekends. For more information, contact Carla Malone at (209) 946-2174.

RICHARD H. REYNOLDS GALLERY
The Ri¢hard H.JR.t-yuolds Gallery will exhibit works by Jacqueline
English attdlMargaret:mrat&Dn in ...After the Nuclear Holocaust: A Post·
Nuclear Ins'Wiation," through March 29.
The Reynolds Gallery is
located in room 107 of the art department. Gallery hours are MondayFriday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. and Sunday 2-5 p.m. For more information, contact
the art department at 946-2241.

McCAFFREY CENTER THEATRE
LETHAL WEAPON: Starring Mel Gibson, Danny Glover
Thursday, March 1 at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 3 at 7 p.m.
LETHAL WEAPON 2: Starring Mel Gibson, Danny Glover
Friday, March 2 at 7 and 9:30p.m.
Saturday, March 3 at 9:30p.m.
~
Sunday, March 4 at 2, 7 and 9:30p.m.
THE CONVERSATION: Starring Gene Hackman, Cindy Williams
Tuesday, March 6 at 9 p.m.
•'

.;>

l

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

~· .T he UOP Conservatory of Music continues its Resident Artist Series

Recitals on March 6 with a performance by faculty pianist Frank Wiens.
The recital is part of the University of the Pacific Festival of Arts. The
reeital will include works by Haydn, Chopin and Prokofieff, along with a
set of four Portraits of Spain by composers Albeniz, Granados, ~bussy
and Ravel.
The recital will be held in' the Faye Spanos Concen Hall at 8:15p.m.
admission is by $2 scholarship donation; children and students are admitted
free of charge.

a rewarding experi~nce.
"I've been wanting to do this play
for a long time," said Persels. The
director's zeal for the production
shines. He enjoys his cast, as well as
the script that he is working with, and
this comes out in the final product.
Rehearsals from 7-10 p.m. each evening have helped to strengthen the
impact of the play. The cast has

~

Sacramento born Doug Haveny
celebrates his alumnus status this week
with the production of his awardwinning play "Ip My Mind's Eye" by
the UOP Department of Drama and
Dance.
A graduate of the department in
1973, with a B.A. in Drama and Journalism, Haverty spent his summers
during his UOP years at summerstocks all over the nation, including
one at UOP's Fallon House.
Though he began writing plays in
high school and continued throughout college, it wasn't until he had
settled in Hollywood that his first
full-length play was produced. The
play, "Hello, This Is The Bottom
Drawer," was a hit that garnished
Haverty the opponunity to sign his
talents with International Creative
Management in New York.
"In My Mind's Eye" was inspired
byoneofHaverty'sjuniorhighschool
instructors. It premiered at Los Angeles Group Repertory Theatre and
was then produced throughout the
country. The play won Haverty a
most promising playwright award as
well as the DRAMA-LOGUE award
for best playwriting in 1985. In 1987,
"In My Mind's Eye" was published
by the Samuel French publishing
company.
Haveny was commissioned by
Access Theatre in Santa Barbara to
write the libretto for a musical fantasy

Mic!ie«e (jillette
Marne (jrant
t£rin (jravfin
Lara (jreen6urg
Midiefe !Jlugfies
Sfia.ron 'l(asser
~my 'l(noeakr
Wenay Mantfofi
!}.-[argo Mann
susan MiyasaKi
Patsy Matt{y

~myMufkn

~

functiJned well in unity and manages
to bring a somewhat complex story to
life.
"You must be believable," said
Persels. "Each night I like the script
better and better."
The triumphs and pains of the
character of Patrisha are felt by observers. Persels and the ensemble
cast (including actors Michele
McDonald, John Bagdasarian and
Megan Cavagnaro) have created a
magnificence in each character.
The play will only be shown
through March 4; thus it may be a
good idea to order tickets soon because this performance by the department should not be missed. It is a
splendid example of drama and the
arts, and exemplifies the importance
of the Festival of the Arts at UOP.
Performance of "In My Mind's
Eye" will continue each evening
through March 4 at 8 p.m. The production is being housed by the DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatre on the
south end of campus. Tickets for all
performances are $6 general admission and $3 for students, faculty, staff
and senior citizens.

Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers are scheduled to play at the
Arco Arena on Monday, March 5. Tickets are $19.50 for the 8 p.m.
show. The group will also perform at the Oakland Coliseum on
Tuesday, March 6. Tickets for this 8 p.m. show are $22.50.
Erasure is scheduled to play at the San Francisco Civic Auditori urn onTuesday, March 6. Showtirne is at 8 p.m. Tickets are $19.50.

t 11

Aerosmith and Skid Row will appear at the Cow Palace for an

.. .~

8 p.m. performance on March 9 and 10. Tickets are $22.50.

(jina McCreary
Ju{ie9{ynn
Sarali Oppfe
~ay~a

Ju[ianne 1{{ltfi
JuCianna ~utter
Micfte«e SeXjon
'1Je6oran sma[{
Marty 'fagg
Lisa 'lyre[[
X..arCa 'Von<jelir
t£rin Welsli
X..risten Wilmotli
Jane! Wing
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Randy Travis and Ricky Van Shelton will appear the Selland
Arena on March 15 at 7:30p.m. Tickets are $18.50. The two will
appear with guest Tammy Wynette at the Cow Palace on Friday,
March 16 at 7:30p.m. Ticket prices are $20.50 reserved.
Rush and Mr. Big are scheduled to play at the Area Arena on
Wednesday, March 28 at 7:30p.m. Tickets are $18.50. The groups
will also appear at the Oakland Coliseum on Friday, March 30 for an
8 p.m. show. Tickets for this performance are $19.50.
Paul McCartney will play at the UC Berlceley Memorial Stadium
on Saturday, March 31. Reserved tickets are $30. Showtirne is 7 p.m.
Billy Joel will appear at the Oakland Coliseum onApril9, 13 and
17. Tickets for the 8 p.m. performance are $22.50. Tickets for the
April 17 performance are still available, while the other two have
sold out.
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Tickets available at all BASS Ticket Centers including the Where- ·fJ~
house and Tower Records. Or charge by phone at 762-BASS.
,!',
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Alumnus playwright enjoys
success and productions

The Ladies of Kappa Alpha Theta
would like to congratulate their
1990 Pledge Class
Ju[ie .9Lb6ott
~rri '13orgate{{o
Micftefe '13runick._
'13onnie '13urcfi
'l(ristin Cfements
Colleen llJalton
t£mi[y llJattis
Mary t£{[is
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that incorporates sign language into
and throughout the story, making it
accessible to all audiences, including
the hearing impaired. This piece was
also designect to accommodate a partial cast of hearing impaired performers. "The Legend of the Crystal
Waters" began a Southwestern tour of
theU.S.inFebruary, 1987andcontin-

sented by the Long Island Stage. This
production, which consisted of all
Broadway actors, met with tremendous response both from audiences
and critics.
In 1989, Haveny was invited back
to Long Island Stage for the world
premiere of his comedy-drama, "Aftershocks," about a32 year old woman
who looks up her natural mother.
In April, 1989, a new musical,
"Roleplay," co-written by Adryan
Russ, opened at the Group Repertory

..

Theatre in Los Angeles. After a five ,,
month run, the play became the long- ,••
est-running, highest-grossingproduction in the group's 17 year history. ',J
Outside of his playwriting, Hav- ~ r
eny has held a number of occupa- za
tions, ranging from construction to ':it
banking. Currently, Haverty is serv- ~)
ing as director of international public- •..
ity for A&M Records. Haverty and rt..
his wife, Dorathy, reside in Burbank, m
California.
r:
rr,

RALEIGH BICYCLE OF STOCKTON
~ Venetian Square ~
~ ~ 4555 N. Pershing ~ ~

951-9820
Largest Selection of Bicycles and
Accessories in Stockton!!

UOP Drama Dept

1973 UOP graduate Doug
Haverty, author of "In My
Mind's Eye."
ued through November of the same
ye&r.
Early in 1987, a new Haveny
drama debuted in New York. "Death
Defying Acts," a play about a career
woman who gives up her job to be·
come a hospice volunteer, was pre-

uickFix

We'll repair your bicycle within 24
hours-or the service is free!
We repair all makes.

.,
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Open 7 Days a Week
Mon-Fri 10-7 Sat 9-6 Sun 11-5

HEY SENIORS
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Have You Had Your Senior
Portrait Taken Yet ????
If Not,

SAYCHEEZE

'' ,.
•••

Sign-up Feb 20 - March 2 at
ASUOP
Portraits Taken March 5 - 9
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Tiger Trac~s Baseball slams Cal-Poly in 7-1 victo
By Clyde W. Ireland

ing out six and scattering five hits, to
keep the Mustangs in check.
In that game, Stockton native
Butch Cain broke out of a personal
slump to collect two hits, while third
baseman Pat Floyd also added a pair
of hits.
The first game of Saturday's doubleheader was the only setback for the
Tigers the entire weekend, as they
lost, 6-1. Cal Poly SLO took a 3-0
lead into the bottom of the seventh
inning, when Tiger CurtWright tripled
in Ryan Casagranda for the Tigers'
lone run. Cal Poly SLO answered
with three runs in the seventh to douse
any Tiger hopes of a comeback. Tiger
Steve Seed took the loss for the Tigers, although allowing just one run
in four innings pitched.
The Tigers returned to form in the
seven-inning nightcap. Pitcher David

Likeabrokenrecord,Jonlnso1n~oJ
Cloninger tossed a complete game,
repeating
his outstanding
striking out eight to lead Pacific to a
ance
on
the
field. On Sunday,
4-2 victory. Cloninger looked like a
collected
three
hits in four-at
bulldog on the mound, frustrating the
smashing
a
triple
to drive in
Mustangs as they continually left men
and
scoring
the
third
Tiger run
on base. Although Cloninger gave up
wild
pitch
in
the
same
series.
12 hits, he left nearly that amount on
five
games
played
last
week,
base (11), and timed his strikeouts to
continually leave the Mustangs empty- hit .500, collecting 10 hits in
handed. Offensively, Johnson was bats, while scoring four runs
once again a force, as he collected two ing in nine runs. Overall, JvmJ:sonli •~til
hits in threeat-batswhile scoring twice a say in 13 of the 20 Tiger runs
on the week. Not bad for a
and knocking in a run.
Pacific rounded out the weekend from Hanford, California.
The Tigers hosted Oregon
in a strong fashion, nipping the Mustangs 3-2 on Sunday. Once again, on Tuesday and Wednesday in
confident Uger pitching was the dif- ration for the team's corlfer•enc~~oool;ll
ference. Sophomore left handed against Fullerton. The series
pitcher Joe Brownholtz went the dis- up on Friday night at 7 p.m.
tance for the Tigers, scattering five continues on Saturday and ,:)Uf1Qavll~
hits and striking out six. Brownholtz Billy Hebert Field, located at
Park off Alpine.
improves to 2-0 on the season.

Thursday, March 1

Guest Writer

Men's Basketball vs. New Mexico St....... 7:30p.m.
Women's Basketball vs. UC Santa Barbara 5 p.m.
Softball vs. St. Mary's .................................... 5 p.m.

The Tigers will probably refer to it
as "the shot heard around Billy Hebert
Field." That shot was a grand slam
home run off the bat of freshman
shortstop Keith Johnson in last Friday's 7-1 victory over visiting Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo. The slam
marked the end of a disappointing
slump for the Tigers, as they had
dropped their previous eight straight
games, and set the tone for the fourgame set between the two clubs.
The Tigers won the series, beating
the Mustangs in three of the four
weekend games, and improved their
record to 4-9. The weekend wins put
the Tigers on the right track as they
prepare for the conference opener
against Cal State Fullerton this weekend.
•
The Tigers probably felt like they
were at rock bottom when they began
the series against the Mustangs. The
team dropped an 11-5 decision to
Sonoma State, a mediocre Division II
team, on Feb. 21.
Although Cal Poly SLO is a Division II club, it is the defending national champions in that division.
The fl.rst victory of the series for
the Tigers, the 7-1 decision on Friday
doubled their wins from the past year
night, was made possible by the strong By Natasha Norris
and moved from ninth place to a
pitching of Tiger junior Jim Yanko. Guest Writer
possible fifth place in conference
Yankopitchedacompletegame,strikThe UOP Women's Basketball standings.
team is 6-10 in conference and 12-13
The Lady Tigers have worked
overall. Despite numerous injuries, extremely hard to better themselves
the Lady Tigers are having one of the and the program. They will remain a
best seasons in recent years.
strong force in the conference with
Led by lone senior Julie Szukal- the help of a few top recruits and the
ski, who has been averaging 20-plus return of four of the five starters and
points and 10-plusrebounds, the Lady 10 of the 11 players overall. The reTigers have proven to be on their way turnees include the national assist
to becoming a very strong force in the leader Tine Freil, Big West player of
Big West conference. They have the week Charmon Logan; and Char-

Friday, March 2

Baseball vs. Cal State Fullerton ................... 7 p.m.
Women's Tennis vs. Fresno State ................. 2 p.m.
Saturday, March 3

Baseball vs. Cal State Fullerton ................... 1 p.m.
Softball vs. UC Santa Barbara ..................... ! p.m.
Sunday, March 4

Men's Basketball vs. New Mexico State . 7:30p.m.
Women's Basketball vs. UC Irvine ..........4:30 p.m.
Baseball vs. Cal State Fullerton ................... 1 p.m.
Softball vs. Santa Clara ................................ 1 p.m.
Women's Tennis vs. Oregon ....................... 10 a.m.
Tuesday, March 6

Baseball vs. Stanislaus State ........................ 3 p.m.
Men's Tennis at St. Mary's .............................. 2 p.m.
Wednesday, March 7-Sunday, March 11

Men's 'Basketball 'Big West Tournament at
Long 'Beach ......................................................... TBA
Wednesday, March 7

Softball at San Jose St. ..................................... 6 p.m.
All home games are in BOLD

JOCK SHOP _

___,

Baseballlockout...why?

Women's
tennis ~

Band 2
By Derrick Kau
Senior Staff Writer

Tom Gregory

nate teams will be forced to fold a~
all of the.great players head to the
succe-ssful organizations in pursuit
of money.
Another negative result is that
free agency has caused team loyalty
to be a thing of the past. Now you
have to be careful what you say about
opposing teams because, at the snap
of a finger, a rival player could be
playing for your favorite team.
Conversely, if you get to liking a
player too much, the next thing you
know he's playing for the opposition. Team loyalty? There ain't none
here.
The owners, realizing that the
game is progressing in the wrong
direction, have called for the lockout
until differences are resolved. They
have proposed a pay system in which
players with less than six years experience would be paid on an annual
basis according to theirperformanee.
There are many kinks in their proposal, but at least they recognize the
problem.
So what are fans supposed to do
in the meantime? My suggestion is
to head to Stockton's Billy Hebert
Field and watch a college game. In
the college ranks you can be assured
of team loyalty and you can enjoy the
game for what it's worth. ·
I

The UOP women's tennis team
swept through their matches this week
to move to 5-2 on the season.
Pacific had some unexpected
trouble from UC Davis, prevailing 54. 11te Tigers gained victories from
their frrst doubles terun ana-top-four
singles players. Tisha Lee pulled out
a close match at no. four.
UOP closed the week by blanking
Nevada-Reno and San Jose St. 9-0
without even losing a set
The Tigers recently lost to Stanford, the no. 1 ranked team in the
nation, 8-1. Even though the UOP
only won one match they gave the
Cardinal a good battle.
The no. six ranked doubles team
in the nation ofLesliePowell and Lisa
Matsushima beat the Stanford team in
straight sets. At the no. one and two
singles positions Lisa Matsushima and
JulieDeArmond gave their opponents
a battle, taking them to three sets.
Luci Arone and Kim Uyema at no.
three doubles lost a heartbreaking
match 7-6 in the third.
Pacific's next match will be Friday, when they challenge conference
foe Fresno St Last year, the Tigers
beat them three times.
"Despite the success we had last
year against them, it is not going to be
an easy match," said Graham. "We
have a great rivalry and this match
could go either way because they are
a vastly improved team."
The match starts at 2 p.m. at the
Brookside courts.

•
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Attention-Hiring! Governmentjobsyour areL Many inunediate openings
without waiting list or test. $17,840$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.
r7481.
Attention! Earn money reading
books! $32,000/year income potential.
Details- 1-602-838-8885 ext Bk7481.
Market $99 TWA ticket voucher on
campus. Call714 969-9327.

lene Alden, who is a great
the team.
The only thing missing from
all-star production is an active
ence. The Lady Ugers have
be a great show, but they still
big crowd.
UOPplays UCSB at 5 p.m.
day, March 1 andUCiat4:30~uniW'P
March 4. These are the last two
games of the year. Come out
support Lady Tiger basketball!

moves to

By Tom Gregory
Senior Staff Writer

' If you've been reading the newspapers lately then you're well aware
that owners of major league baseball teams have locked players out
of spring training. Less apparent
however, are the reasons behind the
lockout.
Most articles have encouraged
fans to scoff at both owners and
players, saying that the two are
engaged in a tug of war over who
gets revenues. While this is partly
true, it's the players who are at fault,
not the owners.
From a business perspective, the
players are smart to ask for more
money because their talents offer
them an absolute bargaining advantage over the owners. The Giants,
for example, have to honor the salary request of a player like Will
Clark because they can't afford to
lose him to free agency. Besides,
Clark can always rely on arbitration
to get him the salary he wants. So
lhe players have an attitude lhatsays,
"Let's milk the owners for everything they're worth."
The problem is that baseball was
founded as a game, not a business.
The owners, though they fight to
hold onto their profits, are concerned
about the future of the game itself.
They fear that the continuance of
free agency, arbitration, and skyrocketing salaries will eventually
threaten the existence of many franchises. This fear is not entire! y unrealistic.
Just consider what is going to
happen if salaries and player independence keep on increasing. It will
eventually get to the point where
only a select few teams will be able
to afford the superstars. Less fortu-

Lady Tigers basketbal
ending great se~son

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS
Kennolyn Camp-A private coed resident
camp in the Santa Cruz Mo\Ultains is
looking for camp rounselors. Applicants
must be mature and skilled in the areas of:
Horse back riding, vaulting, gymnastics,
tennis, baseball, archery, riflery and other
camp-related activities. Will be on campus Monday March 5. Please contact
Career Placement for interview.
College Students Wanted- Part-time
night positions in telephone sales. Malee
$5-$8/hr. plus BONUS. Training now.
946-0294.

H>R SALE
Attention-Government seized vehicles from $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers
Guide. 1-602-838-8885 ext. A7481.

Bring in your color film for
developing &: printing ·at
the regular price . .. . Get a
Second Set of Prints
FREE!
• Kodacolor, Fuii or other standard color print ffim
• Standard or 4;, X 6" size
·
• 110, 126, 135 or Disc film sizes
• Glossy borderless prints
• Prints are dated

PERSONALS

FOUND: Pair of brown eyeglasses
found in WPC, room 218. Call 9462114 to claim
Susie, hang on. something will come
through...................ss

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
No further discounts apply • Offer expires 3/8/90
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